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TJC, W JC H it H ardest
Niemeyer Presents Tentative Budget
By Richard Gustafson 
and Steve Verburg
An Academic Affairs division 
proposal for Grand Valley's re­
trenchment cuts deepest into 
faculty positions at William 
James College and Thomas 
Jefferson College and calls for 
TJC to be "reformed" as a 
college of general studies.
Vice-president for Academic 
Affairs, Glenn Niemeyer pre 
sented his tentative version of 
the impending reorganization of 
GVSC to the Student Senate 
and the faculty senate (ACAS) 
last week.
The proposal was presented 
for the purpose of discussion 
only. It has already been revis­
ed slightly.
The plan proposes two pos­
sible levels of budget reduc­
tions.
President Lubbers will decide 
where, in between the two le­
vels, cuts w ill actually be made.
Level I would remove 8.5 fa­
culty positions from CAS, 7.5 
from TJC, and six from WJC.
The second level would cut
thirteen professors at TJC with­
out increasing the level of re­
ductions at the other units.
Neither of the proposals cuts 
positions at Kirkhof College.
These cuts include some po­
sitions which are presently un­
filled. Consequently a position 
cut does not necessarily mean a 
professor is being fired in every 
case.
Niemeyer said the aim of his 
proposal was to end "detrimen­
tal duplication, controversy and 
confrontation" between the 
academic units.
"We set up a system and act 
as if we are mutually occupy­
ing tu rf," Niemeyer told the 
ACAS April 12.
Niemeyer said that while the 
model preserves the distinct 
teaching styles GVSC offers, he 
believes it eliminates the pro­
gram duplication which has 
"caused nothing but friction 
and difficulties here at Grand 
Valley State Colleges."
One of the aims of the re­
organization is to make GVSC 
stronger and more stable in the Vice-president Niemeyer unveiled his tentative budget plan.
face of expected continuing de­
clines in enrollment.
Niemeyer's report states that
"w ith the exception of the TJC- 
College of General Studies ques­
tion, the models provide for 
stable collegiate units w ith a 
minimum of restructuring of 
the existing col leges.... the ques­
tion of TJC vis-a-vis General 
Studies is problematic in terms 
of stability. The ability of a 
significantly reduced TJC....to 
carry out a strong academic 
program is questionable."
Niemeyer asked the faculty, 
"Is this a stable system when 
you have three colleges out of 
four continually wondering if 
they'll exist?"
" I 'd  even ask if that's fair to 
the students and people in 
those units," he said.
The report goes on to list 
programs and fuctions Nie­
meyer believes should be 
strengthened after the initial 
budget cuts are made.
The report also recommends 
that the CAS School of Busi­
ness be combined with Seidman
Graduate College of Business 
and that Education Studies In­
stitute be integrated with a 
Graduate School of Education 
either in CAS or as a separate 
College of Education.
The LANTHORN has learned 
that since the public announce 
ment of the Academic Affairs 
Model on Thursday, the Level I 
cuts have been adjusted to re­
flect a need for somewhat deep­
er cuts. Niemeyer and his assis­
tant, John Gracki w ill make 
these adjustments to the model 
before it is submitted to Presi­
dent Lubbers.
Niemeyer's proposals and the 
proposals of the other vice-pre­
sidents w ill be forwarded to 
President Lubbers. Lubbers 
will make final decisions on the 
proposals for all phases of the 
Colleges' operation in May.
The Board of Control will 
approve the final budget plan 
on June 8.
Highlights of the Academic 
Affairs Model appear on page 
two of the LANTHORN this 
week.
Hubbard and Gustafson 
Are Your New Leaders
by Donna Disser
(Campus Center)-On April 4 
next years Student Senate met 
to elect a new president for the 
1979-80 school year. Jeff 
Hubbard a CAS sophomore, 
will serve as President and Rich
Jeff Hubbard
Gustafson as Vice President. 
The April 4th meeting opened 
with this year's President 
Spencer Nebel, commenting on 
the past year's accomplish­
ments. Spencer pointed out 
that this was "the year of im­
plementation." Next year under 
the direction of Jeff Hubbard 
wiii be the "Vituu of owth and 
maturity." The selection of a 
new President, according to 
Spencer, will have been the lest 
test of the new constitution. 
All areas of the constitution 
have now been tested and 
found workable.
Spencer then went on to ex­
plain the criteria for the job of 
President. He stressed the fact 
the President's most important 
task will be serving as spokes­
person for the senate. He asked 
the members to choose a person 
they felt could do a good job 
and one they could work with.
All 7 Colleges on campus 
send at least 2 members to the 
Student Senate, and then the 
remaining 16 seats are divided 
proportionately according to 
the enrollment of the colleges. 
At this time, the Student Sen­
ate is comprised of 13 people 
from CAS, 4 people from WJC, 
3 people from TJC, 2 people 
from KC, DSI filled only 1 of 
its 2 seats, CGS only 2 of its 3 
while SGC is not represented 
by anyone at present . Each 
member is allowed to  cast one 
vote for Senate President. The 
new members were chosen by 
the students during registration 
week.
In order to become Presi­
dent, a nominee must receive 
at least the majority of the 
votes. The person with the 
second highest number of votes 
becomes Vice President. If no 
candidate recieves the majority 
of votes the first round, ballot­
ing continues until one person 
has over half the votes. 25 
members were eligible to vote, 
but only 22 were present st the 
meeting. The winner therefore 
had to receive 12 votes or more 
to have the majority.
The floor was opened up for 
nominations and Kurt Hanson, 
Jeff Hubbard, and Rich 
Gustafson were suggested for 
the position of President. Each
Richard Gustafson
assume the position of Presi­
dent May 9th. Prior to that 
date, the student organizations 
will have gone before the 
Student Senate Sub Commit­
tees with their proposed bud­
gets for the fall, winter, and 
spring terms.
Jeff says he's really excited 
about getting started next year, 
and "hopes to establish better 
communication lines with the 
students."
If  you have any comments 
and/or suggestions, Jeff urges 
you to stop by the Student 
Senate offices located in ths 
Campus Center.
Three Mile Island
A  Blessing in Disguise?
candidate was given 5 min. to 
present to the Senate a speech 
on their qualifications for the 
job. After the votes were tallied 
by Spencer, Jeff Hubbard was 
the winner with 12 votes and 
Rich Gustafson became Vice 
President with 6.
Jeff Hubbard will officiaiiy
(CPS)-Some public utilities and industry suppli­
ers are actually viewing the recent accident at 
Harrisburg's Three Mile Island nuclear power 
plant as a "blessing in disguise," according to a re­
port in ADVERTISING AGE. " I f  we come out 
of this thing without an injury, it would be a 
boost for the industry," said David Jones, head of 
advertising for General Electric's Power Systems 
division.
A spokesman for the Edison Electric Institute, 
which has advertised on behalf of the power-gen­
erating industry in the past, doesn't think the in­
cident has ruffled that many feathers. "Our sense 
is that support for the nuclear industry hasn t 
changed very much since Three Mile Island, 
said Jack Young of the Institute.
Young feels that people outside the affected 
area aren't that concerned. "The media bom 
bardment in the East was somewhat stronger 
than in the rest of the country. That causes
people to think that the reaction in the Midwest 
is as strong as it is here in New York. It isn 't," 
he told the trade journal.
Meanwhile, the u tility  which oversaw the 
Pennsylvania plant. General Public Utilities 
Service Corp. of New Jersey, is not only keeping 
quiet, but is axing most of its $500,000 adver­
tising budget.
"What happened will cut into our earnings. 
Cost will have to be trimmed somewhere," a 
spokesman said.
Most of the companies associated with nu­
clear power, however, are planning some sort 
of response to Three Mile Island, either through 
advertising or a public relations effort. Said 
Richard Thorsen, advertising director for Chi­
cago's Commonwealth Edison, the largest nu­
clear power generator among public utilities, 
"We hope to be saying something, but we don't 
know the particulars yet."
Student Governments Folding
(CPS)-This was a bumper year 
for the student government at 
the University of Georgia. Tne 
February election brought out 
the second highest number of 
voters in UG history, a situa­
tion some thought was due to 
the receipt by voters of a 
coupon for a five-cmt Coke. 
Nonetheless, 20% of the 21,000 
student body turned out, and 
similarly high numbers voted 
in the runoffs.
Last week, 10% of the 
students, again a large percent­
age for UG, voted in a referen­
dum to abolish the student 
government.
"Ironically, it was one of the 
best years for student interest 
in SG," recalls Harold Mulherin, 
who won in the last election 
on an abolitionist plank.
Thus, UG joined the growing 
number of schools dissolving, or 
attempting dissolution of their 
student government. In the past
year, the University of Texas- 
Austin and the University of 
Northern Colorado have abol­
ished their governments, and a 
half dozen more have come 
close. Auburn University in 
Alabama is currently consider­
ing abolition.
At Georgia, as at the other 
schools, the abolition was 
prompted by a student percep­
tion of SG powerlessness and 
directionlessness. Ex-president 
Mulherin, who's been involved 
with the UG government for 3 
years, chat ujd the decline of the 
SGA from the point in 1977 
when its allocation powers were 
usurped by the student affairs 
office. After that, "SG didn't 
really have a specific purpoee."
However, the government 
was still pending $36,000 
annually, with "less than a 
thousand dollars going to stu­
dent services. Almost all money
spent on SG is for internal sus­
tenance," Mulherin complained. 
"Salaries, elections, letterheads, 
and self-promotion" were the 
prime expenditures of the SG.
"Out of about 50 motions 
passed last year, only maybe 
three dealt with student ser­
vices," he noted. 'The rest were 
about parliamentary procedure, 
salaries, ur the duties of the 
officers or something."
The dissolution measure won 
by a substantial margin—over 
1200 voted for abolition, with 
800-some voting against i t  For 
the next step, Mulherin report­
ed that "already, some ex- 
student government people are 
making deals with the admini­
stration" to start a new stud­
ent government structure. He 
said that he favors studwrt 
unionization as an alternative, 
and anticipates a move in that 
direction in the future.
Summary of Tentative 
Academic Affairs 
Budget Proposal
(Zumberge)-:Last week Vice President Glenn Niemeyer unveiled 
his version of the 1980-model Grand Valley State Colleges (see 
story on page one). Summary of his tentative Academic Affairs 
Model are printed below.
Academic Affairs Model
Objective-Strengthen Academic Program
Guiding Principles; (1) retain the cluster system, (2) continue 
distinct teaching styles, (3) clarify and simplifiy organizational 
structure, (4) reduce administrative costs. (5) remove program 
duplication, (6) expand and initiate programs that will attract add­
itional stucents and that we can support with out resources,
(7) expand the number of courses and programs offered off-cam­
pus.
Current faculty, administrative, and clerical (COT) positions for 
1978 79;
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DOONESBURY
HI, K m ! Jb  HERE 
W AT'S FOtMVHKT 
UP ? SESSION, ZONK!
K’W.TTWMTHE 
BESTPlACETQSm  
UXKH6 FOP. THE 
SEVENTIES IS RIGHT 
HERE JV OUR OWN 
WALDEN LIBRARY1
faculty admin COT total
CAS 162.49 9.10 26.50 198.09
WJC 28.61 2.00 4.00 34.61
TJC 16.37 2.70 3.00 22.07
THEY SAY AXJ CAN ALWAYS 
W it A CULTURE BY TTS UT-
____ BVW RE! NELL, N fe  SOT
3 E 3  JUST ABOUT EVERY TAME 
HWEumON AND SELf- 
TELP MANUAL PUBLISHES 
NTT€ LAST TEN YEARS!
KC 10.91 2.00 3.50 16.41
Cuts proposed in tentative Academic Affairs Model (to be revised 
and submitted to President Lubbers for approval or further re­
vision)
Level I position cuts (includes positions presently unfilled) 
faculty admin COT total (%)
CAS 8.50 2.00 1.50 12.00 (6%)
PEfiSOWY, I  FAVOR GEE, l  
THE OUTPUT OF THE NEW DUNN0, 
SCHOOL OF AM0RALTTY. ZONK. CM 
LOOKING OUT FOR YOU- NOT SURE 
KNOW-UHO JUST SEEMS THAVS
SO SENSIBLE THESE ME..
DAYS! N  —  '
WJC 6.00 1.00 0.25 7.25 (21%)
TJC
r ■
7.50 0.00 0.00 7.50 (34%)
KC (0% )
Level II position cuts (includes position presently unfil'ed) 
faculty admin COT total (%)
CAS 8.50 2.00 1.50 12.00 (6%)
YOU7 WHO 
CARES ABOUT
ynj? SOUND IN
i  CONTROL OF
M l \  _  *■'/*'
WJC 6.00 1.00 0.25 7.25 (21%)
TJC 13.13 2.70 3.00 18.83 (85%)
KC 0 0 0 0 (0%)
SUMMER JOBS: "Y"Fam ily 
Center, Niles, Michigan is tak­
ing applications for Summer 
Day Camp staff. Need Counse­
lors and Swim Instructors. 
Work-Study students receive 
first priority. Apply to "Y "  
Family Center, 315 West Main 
St., Niles, Ml 49120, A ttn: 
Don Darnell.
Sony 4 channel AM-FM Re­
ceiver. Sony 3-way speaker 
system. BSR McDonald 610 
record changer.
531-4189 after best offer.
DNR RETURNS TO CAM­
PUS: If you missed the De­
partment of Natural Re­
sources when they were on 
campus during Summer Work 
Week, you will have another 
opportunity on Tuesday, April 
17. A representative from 
DNR will return to campus 
to interview students for 
summer work in parks, fish­
eries and game areas. Ail 
students who are interested 
and who have not been inter­
viewed yet, even if you are 
unsure of your College Work- 
Study eligibility, are urged to 
sat up an appointment by 
contacting the Student Em­
ployment Office in Seidman 
,885-6611, Ext. 238.
Question o f the Week
The Lanthorn Staff
Volume 11 Number 26
Editor-In-Chief....................................................... Jerry Masel
Managing Editor................................................... Kurt Bertges
News E ditor..............................................................Doug Fast
Features Editor................................................. Linda Meriotti
Sports Editor.......................................................Lee Lamberts
Chief Photographer.................................................Steve Denn
Art Director..........................................................Rik Hoizgen
Chief Artist............................................................Don Gunsch
Production Chief.........................................Cindy Vandenbelt
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Editorial Asst..................................................... Nancy Hatton
Advsrtising Mgr........................................................Dan Castle
Circulation Mgr.................................. Tom "Bear" Makarchuk
The Lanthorn is tbe weekly student publication o f  the 
Grand Valley State Colleges. Editorials are tbe opinions o f  
tbe writers am the paper’s sta ff and do not necessarily repre- 
'  tbe official policies o f  tbe Colleges, or tbe student body.
LANTHORN EDITORIAL
by Kurt Bertges Managing Editor
There are a few key words that, for one reason 
or another, people aren't too fond o f hearing. 
Take "death" and "taxes", two standards. These 
days around campus, the lastes addition to the 
Top 10 of loathed language is "p rio rity ".
In the last few weeks, academic, administrative, 
and staff units campus-wide have been asked to 
assign importance and cost to different phases 
and personnel of their departments. This situa­
tion can be likened to deciding who the fifth  per­
son is in a life boat that can only hold four. 
Someone is going to be ditched overboard.
It’s not a happy time around GVSC. Depart­
ment heads are bound to lose programs their units 
have worked hard to keep alive. Individual para­
digms to teaching different disciplines are going 
to be bumped as programs are consolidated to 
avoid duplication (i.e. TJC art is approached d if­
ferently than that taught in CAS; CAS’ business 
Dept, will be conglomerated into the Siedman 
Grad School, etc.) And perhaps most alarming is 
the number o f current employees of Grand Valley 
who are to be "pink-slipped" to accommodate 
budget cutbacks. Paranoia runs deep...
When the initial presentation of recomended 
cutbacks, both administrative and academic, was 
made last Wednesday to the Student Senate, I 
missed the presentation of VP Van Steeland. He 
showed Spencer and Company how the minions 
of Zumberge intended to trim some fat. I did, 
however, catch the last minute or so when he an­
nounced that the Physical Plant staff was the 
right size, the grass was being taken care of, and 
that he would look into the situation of haphaz 
ard custodial care of the johns on campus (not lit­
erally, of course).
The casual banter on this presentation seemed 
a stark contrast to the scene yet to be played out 
by Vice President for Academic Development 
Glenn Niemeyer.
Niemeyer introduced his proposed models for 
the academic structure of GVSC for the 1980-81 
year. Perhaps the slashes were made more awe­
some because of the figures (between $900,000 
and $1,900,000 cut) and the number of positions
to be eliminated (up to 42 in one model). The 
most startling revelation was the confirmation of 
a rumbling that’s been on this campus as long as 
I ’ve been here: 1979 is the last year for Thomas 
Jefferson College.
To the extent that was revealed at the Senate 
meeting, one of two things can happen to  TJC. 
First, it may be obliterated, dissolving the school 
and trying to absorb as many faculty into the 
other colleges as possible. Otherwise it  would be­
come the College of General Studies. A curricul- 
lum and other guidelines would be drafted, as it 
would offer either a BA, BS, or BGS ( Bachelor 
of Generel Studies). But any way you slice it, it
ain't gonna be TJC.
Before all you anti-TJCer's raise your mugs to 
toast the slain beats, realize some very important 
questions linger on unanswered. Rich Gustafson 
and Margret Burns, two SS members representing 
TJC brought up some very valid questions to 
which Niemeyer could only reply with something 
to the effect of "That's a very valid question but 
we haven't dealt with that yet." Questions like 
"What's going to happen to the current students 
still here in "80?" and "What's a degree from a 
non-existant college going to mean?" Questions 
enter my mind like "Why does an institution like 
GVSC, that flaunts its uniqueness o f the cluster 
concept, intend to 'mainstream' General Studies 
students so they can transfer credits more easily? 
It seems to me that a "different"school that's 
made more acceptable to other institutions isn't 
really different at all.
I think too that the memo in last week's 
LANTHORN raised some important, unanswered 
questions as well as the query o f "Hew could the 
enrollment projections be so far o ff? " We have a 
lot o f questions and very few answers. And a lot 
o f changes. And a lot fewer programs. And a 
$1.50 per credit hour hike as well as an extra 
$4.00 student fee per term.
But at least we'll have grass of green and lava­
tories clean.
Women comprise 49.5% of campus population. Using these facts, 
W.i.B. has requested extra S.S. funding that could be used for 
other programs under the assumption that they are the "officia l" 
representative o f women on campus. As a woman, do you feel 
that W.I.B. is representing you?
Please call Student Senate ext. 231 or 232 with your answers.
■  ~ —  | —  -----  ----------- -------------------------------------
The M usic Club in the 
Country.
Lay back & enjoy your 
favorite spirits in rustic, 
handcrafted, cabin 
surroundings.
Wed. & Thurs. no cover.
Wed. is Pitcher Night.
Thurs. is Shot & pop.
“Cabbage Crik
“H orsefeather 99
>’ Apr. 18-21
Bluegrass
Apr. 25 -28
Progressive Country
Take M -45 east to Linden and turn left. Take Linden to
N
W-
Leonard st.
M -45 ^
24 th
SILO
GOPHER
Grand Valley 19 min from campus
Leonard st. and turn 
right.Take Leonard to | 
24th st. and turn left. 
Stay on the paved 
road and you can't 
miss it
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Saga Foods, Campus Center
Sexual Harassment 
Task Force Meets
By Linda Merlotti
On Thursday, April 12, a 
task force, which was created 
to write a grievance procedure 
to deal with sexual harass 
ment, met in the Board room 
in Zumberge.
Dean of Student Life Dick 
Mehler chaired the task force 
composed of ten members, four 
o f whom are students
The task force was presented 
w ith  a recommendation from 
the Women's Information Bu­
reau. The recommendation in­
cludes a method for reporting 
harassment, investigating the 
charges, and hearing corroborat­
ing evidence.
The Board's findings would 
be submitted to President 
Lubbers with a recommenda­
tion for action. A copy of the 
proceedings would be given to 
the Affirmative Action office to 
be placed on file.
Also included in WIB's pro­
posal is the creation of a Stu­
dent Board that would hear the 
initial complaint, "compile a 
written account of the grie- 
vant's complaints together with 
any corroborating evidence, 
present a written description of 
the complaint to the faculty 
person in question and call a 
meeting of the Student Faculty 
Board."
It is the Student Faculty 
Board's members that would 
decide  on the validity of the 
complaint and submit its find­
ings to President Lubbers.
Both of the Board's members 
would be chosen according to 
"humanitarian and egalitarian 
values". This wording caused 
some contention with the task 
force members, who thought 
that those terms needed defini­
tion and tightening, since 
"everybody thinks that they 
have those values."
Also in contention was the 
question of at what point the 
faculty member should be in­
formed of the action against 
him/her, and what protection 
the student would have if the 
student was still in a class with 
the faculty member who was 
named in the action.
One member suggested a tui­
tion refund for that class. 
"You can't compensate for 
wasted time, of course", but if 
the class was a required course, 
the member suggested that 
"something could be worked
out."
The task force has still not 
defined what sexual harassment 
is and is not, or what ethics 
govern faculty members' be­
havior toward students.
Dean Mehler closed the meet­
ing by indicating general satis­
faction with the proposal from 
WIB, although he admitted that 
he had "b u ilt - in  resentment 
against a proposal coming from 
students."
"The only way you get some­
thing done is to wade through", 
he declared.
New Senate Members
The Student Senate members for 1979-80 have been elected. 
The LANTHORN is listing now, for your convenience, the name, 
phone number and college affiliation of each member:
Block, Michael 363-5250 WJC
Callen, Paula 895-7279 WJC
Darlington, Ron 895-4128 CAS
Davis, Kristi 895-6842 CGS
Driscoll, Dianne 895-7238 CAS
Frank, Bradford 895-4747 CAS
Garlicki, John 895-7474 CAS
Gilbert, Steve 895-6200 CAS
Girard, Jeff 895 7433 CAS
Graham, Lorri 895 7300 DSI
Graviila, Laura 895-4255 C.AS
Green, Christopher 895-6077 CAS
Gustafson Rich no phone TJC
Hansen, Curt no phone CAS
Hassel, Sherri 895-7205 KC
Hubbard, Jeff 895-4658 CAS
Mayfield, Lenor no phone WJC
McGladdery, Bill 361-6585 KC
McKinley, Mike 895-2670 TJC
Reagan, Joe 454-4212 TJC
Shears, Todd 895-6004 CAS
Smith, Andrea 895-6934 CAS
Sturdvant, Gladys no phone WJC
Turpin, Karen 895-7780 CAS
Valentine. Delores 245-3048 CGS
Saga Food Prices 
Have Been Raised
(Campus Center) -On March 26, 
1979, food prices at Saga re­
flected a 10.2% mean increase. 
Although this increase is only 
representative of about 16 it­
ems, increases will take place in 
September that should effect­
ively raise prices on most items 
sold by Saga according to Tom 
Grogan, Campus Center food 
manager.
Some items such as coffee 
may not be affected in Sagas' 
second increase because of its 
declining cost on the world 
market.
World pric-, on other items 
like beef, which has gone up 
40% on the common market is 
reflected in Saga items like their 
combination dinners which
have risen 17.8%. Also, Sagas' 
12 ounce howls of Chili are 
now 10 ounce bowls with a 
price increase of 14%.
Besides the average increase 
mentioned, the medium in­
crease is 10.9%, and the mode 
increase is 14%.
Although all items at Sara 
have not increased, the mode, 
medium, and mean increases all 
reflect a trend that exceed Pres 
ident Carters' wage and price 
guidelines.
Saga representatives have 
stated that the overall picture 
of the output in food services is 
computed to bring in a 5% pro­
fit only. This is done by selec­
tive price increasing which only 
raises certain items.
Saga Foods, Campus Center
Mountaineering
FfCIENCY
TEST
Oh sure, injured indignation. “A quiz?” you protest 
w hat do vou think these m ountaineering1 lessons have been all about? That s right 
knowledge, and the accum ulation thereof. So put your gray matter on red ^ ert an  
start cracking. Here’s where you move to the top of the m ountain Or get left atbase  
camp. And, by the way, remember that the difference between the two is all in  your ^ oad
M ultiple Choice
Drinking Busch beer is known as:(A) Sucking ’em up(B) Downing the mountains(C) Quaffing(D) Peakingexuj, jaMsuv
A mountaineer’s best friend is his:(A) Dog(B) Bailbondsman(C) Main squeeze(D) Free and flexible arm JJupOou uvom si pxmt sin ui uosng v‘n inotniM (a) jaMSirvBennington Baxter Bennington, the noted financier of mountain- eering expeditions, was fond of saying:(A) ‘The price is right’.’(B) “Your check is in the(C) “Keep all your assets liquid!’( D) “Put this on my tab, fella!’ jou f?3M grjfeig a/ioqe peoud m^noto uoiiftrratrag (cro-g) jbmsuv
The best place for a mountaineer to take a romantic RSfR is:(A) Somewhere over the rainbow(B) 24 hours from Tulsa(C) In the craggy peaks(D ) Deep In the heart of TexasSADI °1
aeuioo noeng win sjsumAtb jo  (0) -ia* 3trV 
You can  recognize a  m ountaineer 
by h is:
(A ) C ram pons
(B ) S herpa guides 
?C) Pickaxe
(D ) Foam y m oustache
9va -lay-scy
The m ost com m on reaso n  for 
m ountaineering  is:
(A ) Because it’s  th e re
(B ) Because it’s  b e tte r than  
no th ing
Because n o th in g  is better 
D) All of th e  above
-quiuusen o» suioo ns tjoc! sirs no wm
pqpn m  dsaa; ong so m ^ t - J P  UJto  am oj ssqarsm xp*a asscfsjcnoui faaA/vTT -jvu. SAnocn oomuioa 
on 81 s jw u  SAoqv 0VJk> * I0S  -“ “ SOV
Oral Exam
Here’s where you put your tongue 
to the test. Arrange three 
glasses, two ordinary beers 
and one Busch in front of your­
self. Ask a friend to blindfold 
you and pour each into a glass.
Sip all three, taking pains to 
clear your palate between beers 
-  either by eating a plain soda 
cracker or lightly dusting your 
tongue with a belt sander. After 
sampling each, identify the moun- 
■ tains. Unless you’ve just returned 
from the dentist with a mouthful of 
novocaine, this should be easy. Cold 
refreshment and natural smoothness 
are your two big clues to the peak.
(C )i
C .
Eye Test
This is the visual perception portion. Simply read the pert inentsubj ect  ^
phrase and determine which picture most closely symbolizes it. Then, check 
the appropriate box.
■m m  in -13 correct congratulations, bucky. your flag waves a t the s u m ^ . 7- lO o c jr^  noLOed 
b S ttS e fe  room for improvement, run to  the package keep n w ^ a m e * ^ . 4-7 correct
dont mountaineer without an adult guardian, leas than  4: who read this teet to  you?
i trm 1a r.im ar-wrvx. And art of rtriniring Busch. The tarm  originates due to
cola naturally refreshing taste inside A
the sncmy. icy peaks sported try the lafcel ouudde and p e n * u a tte  due to  the
Don’t  ju st reach far a  "beer.BUSCHHead, for the nKTuntalns.
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“Everybody “The Deer Hunter ”
“The audience was 
in awe of what
seemed to be 
tremendously 
complicated 
choreography”
Talent, Technique 
Dominate Dance
by Thomas L.L. Saulsberry III
(LOUIS ARMSTRONG THEATRE)-April 11 and 12, in the Louis Armstrong Theatre, the gradu­
ating dance students produced and presented the dance concert,"A Graduation Concert of Dance 
Expression," featuring the choreography and dancing o f Carol Childs, Mark Voglerand Mara Colvcci. 
Each of these students choreographed, and performed in, at least two dances: Each also performed 
a solo piece.
Most of the dances could have been categorized in the realm of AVANT GARDE, or as sort of 
abstract type dances which could be perceived any way the mind would interpret them. Only a 
couple of the dances relayed any idea of situation or evident meaning; most utilized the elements 
of movement, technique, rhythm, and space.
Carol Childs, who's a modern dance instructor at Grand Valley, choreographed and perfomed in 
three o f  the dances. Her excellent choreography talents could be seen in her dance "Quartet", in 
which she combined the special affects of kinetic sculpture (a large, lighted and moveable piece of 
sculpture) with dramatic movement. This duet, pairing Carol Cniids and Mark Vogler together, was 
not only her best display of choreography, but also a dance.
If you've seen Childs perform in any of the past concerts, you would surely agree that she's a very 
good dancer, with marvelous techniques. But, in this concert at least, she lacked that air of excite­
ment that she usuallv possess. This was especially evident in her solo, "Stacatto on the Diagonal, 
in which she was completely lost upon the seemingly massive stage. Her third dance. Between 
Main and First," contained little in artistic quality but was a fun filled, light-hearted dance, that 
matched Vogler with several underclassmen.
Mark Vogler, the male o f the trio, choreographed two dances, and appeared in four. His dance, 
"A  Piece of Blue," opened the concert. And after watching it, it was easy to see why he chose 
to dance in twice as many dances as he'd choreographed. To put it simply, his choreography lacked 
imagination. Though he danced and worked well with Childs and Colvcci, the spacing and the 
movements of his dance showed the creativity of a first year choreography student. The utilization 
of the stage was very poor, and cramping. But this in no way marred his dancing ability. His per­
formance in "A  Piece of Blue" was good. As a matter of fact, throughout the concert it was easy 
to see how well he worked with, and played off, the rest of the dancers, especially in the dance, 
"Between Main and First." In this dance, though it involved five other dancers, he was the high­
light o f attention, the center of its charm and gaiety. However, his solo, "Ring Solo", only empha­
sized his inability to formulate creative, or interesting dance. And too, just as Childs, Vogler did 
not generate the excitement to hold a stage by himself. Unlike the rest of the dances he perform­
ed in there was no one for him to play off of or work with, and thus he too was lost upon that seem­
ingly massive stage.
The choreography and dancing talents of Mara Colvcci were the highlights of the concert. Ms. 
Colvcci, who is the student director of the dance staff, choreographed, and performed in, three 
dances. Her dance "Safety in Numbers," was the hit of the concert. This dance in which underclass­
men performed was not only entertaining, creative, and well put together, but it also possessed some­
thing most of the other dances did not.... excitement! The audience was in awe of what seemed to be
tremendously complicated choreography. Though some of the dancers performing in the number 
were not the least bit talented, the expressions put into the dance, and the preciseness of the spacing, 
«rved to achieve for the dance the greatest applause of the evening. Her dance "Make the Dust Fly" 
was another example of the creativity and excitement of her choreography. But her moment of 
With, both in demonstrating her choreography and dancing ability, was in performing her solo, 
"Suspended Animato." As her collegues, she possessed obvious talent in technique. But where she 
left them behind was in her ability to command and hold a stage by herself. Unlike Childs and Vogler, 
who seamed completely lost, she controlled the stage; she danced to the audience, for the audience, 
rather than merely in front of an audience.
All three dancers presented commendable performances. If you missed this concert you can see 
them May 23. in the Louis Armstrong Theatre, when they will perform with the "Dance Alliance”
troupe-
Talks about 
the W eather”
by Mike Hubbell 
A Planetarium is a room 
containing a planetarium ma­
chine, a device that projects 
the images of celestial bodies 
upon the inner surface of a 
domed ceiling. The Roger B. 
Chaffee Planetarium, located 
in the Grand Rapids Public 
Museum, offers public sky 
shows Thursday through 
Saturday.
The current sky show, 
"Everybody Talks About it! 
Weather," is a well organized 
program that is both educa­
tional and entertaining. The 
program emphasizes the ever- 
changing weather patterns of 
the world, particularly western 
Michigan, while progressing 
through the four seasons of 
the year. The audience was 
treated to the many good 
visual and audio effects that 
the planetarium machine has 
to offer.
The program began with a 
narrative on the effects of 
winter, with its landscape 
beauty, hazardous snowfall, 
and frigid temperatures. The 
audience then experienced a 
spring rainfall, complete with 
thunder, lightning, winds, and 
even a misty rain floating over 
the Planetarium. The summer 
presentation was welcomed 
by everyone suffering from 
the cold damp weather of 
late. Just the thought of 
fifteen hours of daylight, and 
warmer temperatures, helped 
to raise the morale o f all.
The educational facet of the 
program included an enlight 
ning lecture on the basic prin­
ciples behind our multi-sea­
sonal environment. The pre­
sent method of satellite wea­
ther observation was discuss­
ed, as well as more accurate 
methods of predicting wea­
ther in the future, and the 
possibility that someday we 
may be able to control our 
weather.
The planetarium machine 
projects tiny beams of light 
which accurately appear like 
the star filled sky. The ma­
chine also has several small 
projectors that allow the 
audience to view slides and 
special effects, like clouds 
and lightning.
The sky show lasts a little 
less than an hour and cost 
$.75 for students and one dol­
lar for adults. The present pro­
gram on weather will be 
shown through May 13th.
Overall, the program offers 
more information than can be 
totally consumed, emphasizing 
mankind's relationship with 
this spaceship called Earth.
Anyone who is interested 
in attending the sky show 
tfiould contact the Grand 
Rapids Public Museum for a 
pacific time schedule. The 
Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium, 
in offering this unique and in- 
exoensive entertainment, al­
lows us to experience a 
narrated space flight without 
to  hassle of obtaining an 
Apollo spacecraft ticket
Contains “Racist 
Implications”
by Linda Merlotti
There are no heroes anymore. They all died in the riots, the 
demonstrations, the pickets,and the political turmoil of the 60's.
In the late 70's, the hero has been resurrected on the screen. In 
both of the Viet Nam pictures to win Academy Awards, the hero 
has been the dominating figure. Well, the hero is still dead, and 
no amount of romanticizing w ill bring him back.
'The Deer Hunter" succeeds and fails on many different levels. 
It's chief flaw is, o f course, the presence, or premise, of the hero. 
In "The Deer Hunter", the hero is Michael (Robert De Niro) who 
must take the deer with one shot, who is the leader, who keeps 
his buddies safe from physical peril and insanity, who wins the girl 
and keeps his word no matter what.
The three hour film  is broken up into three segments: before, 
during and after the war. It is the tale of three men who work in 
a steel factory and go to war in 1970 or 1971.
The town cheers the men on, and the men themselves look fore­
ward to serving their country. It is never made clear whether the 
men enlisted or were drafted, but the cheering seems a little  in­
congruous given the time frame. By that time, mass resistance to 
the war precluded the feeling o f "oh what a wonderful war".
There is a very rough transition from the drunken wedding se­
quence to the splendor of the mountains where Michael, Nick 
(Christopher Walken) and their friends go to hunt the deer. The 
majestic music in this scene is overdone considerably while Mich­
ael stalks his deer with precision before taking him down with one 
shot.
Another rough transition brings us to Viet Nam. The first thing 
we witness is a North Vietnamese throwing a bomb into a hole 
where South Vietnamese are hiding. Michael sees this and feels 
no compulsion to take this human being with one shot. Instead, 
he stands over the man (after setting him afire with a flame throw­
er) and pumps the already dying body with bullets.
Michael, Nick, and Steve (John Savage) are taken prisoner, and 
it is at this time that the gambling version of Russian Roulette is 
introduced. Each man is forced to play under the ceaseless urging 
of his captors. Steve suffers a flesh wound and is thrown into "the 
p it". The pit is a bamboo jail located in the river itself. There is 
barely enough room to keep his head above the water. Michael 
decides to up the ante and he talks Nick into playing with two 
bullets in the chamber. Nick holds the gun to his head and fires— 
the chamber is empty. It is Michael's turn. Instead of shooting 
himself, he turns the gun on his captors. The audience applauds.
To make a very long story short, Mike makes it back home no 
worse for the wear except that he can no longer shoot deer. Steve 
loses both of his legs and part of his arm. Nick winds up going 
AWOL and, full of drugs, plays Russian Roulette with regularity. 
We know he keeps winning because he sends 100 dollar bills to 
Steve in the hospital. Mike promised Nick that he would never 
leave him, so Mike returns to Viet Nam (in the midst of the Army 
evacuation) and finds Nick in his blank state. Mike challenges him 
to a game so that he can bring Nick back home. Nick is so junked 
up, and so blank, that he doesn't recognize Mike. I'll leave you 
there so as not to spoil the film.
The strengths of the film  are many. Viet Nam is very accurately 
portrayed. The terrain, the conditions and so forth are true. Rus­
sian Roulette waspiayed-both in the field and in Saigon.
The acting towers over everything else. Michael Cimino chose 
his actors carefully and well. De Niro doesn't outshine anybody. 
John Savage, Meryl Streep, Christopher Walken, and John Cazale 
are equal partners in this film.
There are several p lot and character difficulties. Would some­
one actually go back to Viet Nam looking for a friend that had 
repudiated him? How did Nick know that Steve was in the hos­
pital when Mike didn't even know that Steve had made it back? 
Women's roles are put on the back burner. Meryl Streep plays 
Linda, who was first Nick's girlfriend, and became Mike's girl­
friend. Women are portrayed as wives, mothers, or sexy, bosomy 
bar fly's. One would get the impression from "The Deer Hunter" 
that life is made up of macho men and empty women. Streep 
does a great job, given her limited role.
The racist implications of 'The Deer Hunter.' cannot be ig­
nored. North Vietnamese are depicted as devils while American 
atrocities are never mentioned. These horrors are only alluded 
to, while transgressions on the other side are graphically shown.
Perhaps the most serious flaw is that Cimino has left the door 
open. No conclusions are drawn about the war. Savage seems 
more afraid to go home without his legs than bitter about losing 
them in the first place. De Niro is relatively untouched. The only 
real victim is Walken. Yet no bitterness surrounds his situation. 
By leaving the door open, Cimino cops out You could go either 
way-the war in Viet Nam was necessary, or the war in Viet Nam 
was a waste. 'The Deer Hunter' will serve only to re-inforce 
whatever opinion you hare when you go in. New insights are 
touched on but left unexplored.
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Willie Nelson- 
“GoodConcert”
By Stephen Aldrich
Need I list the credentials of Willie Nelson? Regarded as one of 
the most brilliant Nashville song writers of the 60's, 'Willie, being 
dismayed at his lack of commercial success as a performer, packed 
it in and headed for Austin, Texas. When he resumed his career in 
1972, he kicked it o ff with a h it country single, as well as plenty 
of attention from the rock press. Since then, its been all uphill 
for Willie, with much justified success.
This past Monday eveninn, Willie Nelson and "The Family", 
complete with Leon Russell in tow, invaded Grand Rapid's Civic 
Auditorium for a very entertaining evening of music. The bill 
drew a mixture of Top-40 country followers, several Leon Russell 
fans, but predominantly, the Grand Rapids country rockers.
While many expected an opening set from Leon, Willie hit the 
stage, diving straight into "Whiskey River" (which he used as a 
signature tune throughout the evening) and followed quickly with 
some of his classic ballads like "Funny How Time Slips Away , 
"Crazy", and "N ight Life", all in a medley, delighting many of the 
older crowd. From there, themajorityof Willie’s songs came from 
"The Sound In Your Mind", "Stardust" (another groundbreaker 
album, comprised of mostly tin paw alley standards), and a con­
densed version of his masterwork, "Red Headed Stranger .
Apparently many people misunderstood Leon Russell's involv- 
ment with the show. The co-billing led most people to believe 
that Leon would be performing his own set, but such was not the 
case. Leon did solo with two songs including "A  Song For You", 
and was joined by Willie's band for some fine workings of "Heart­
break Hotel", and Georgie Jone's "White Lightinin' ". His main 
function was filling in for the absent Bobbie Nelson on piano. 
Leon's contributions gave the band's sound and added dimension, 
missing from the recent live album.
"The Family" is a monster of a backing band, exibiting fine 
musicianship and tightly controlled dynamics. They're not con­
tent to merely tap out accompaniment for Willie; they can roar 
with the best, featuring not only two drummers, but two bass 
players (including ex-Flying Burrito Brother Chris Ethridge) as 
well. Jody Payne and Willie himself handled the guitar duties very 
nicely sharing the solo duties with the excellent Mickey Raphael 
on chromatic harp. My only beef of the evening was that the 
sound quality(at least from my vantage point in the balcony) was 
somewhat less than what we've come to expect at concerts these 
days. I could also complain about the absence of any material 
from the "Shotgun Willie", of "Phases and Stages" albums, but 
minor complaints, these, I enjoyed myself-good concert.
Casse Culver, noted feminist country and western singer.
Singer Casse
Culver to Appear
(G. R.)-Casse Culver, noted feminist country and western singer, 
will appear in concert on April 21 at 8:00 p.m. at the Ladies Lit­
erary Club (61 Sheldon S.F.) in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The 
concert is sponsored by Aradia, Inc., a local feminist organiza­
tion. Tickets are $4.50 in advance and $5.00 at the door.
Self-taught singer/songwriter and pioneer of the women's 
music scene, Casse Culver has been involved in music profession­
ally since 1966. She has performed all over the country in clubs, 
colleges and concerts. Culver, who writes much of her own mat­
erial, also plays piano, autoharp, harmonica end guitar. In addi­
tion to her LP, 3 GYPSIES, Culver's own publishing company 
has produced the CASSE CULVER LIVE IN CONCERT cassette 
and the CASSE CULVER SONGBOOK.
Culver's primary focus is country and western, but her music 
is a blend of many aspects of contemporary music. She is a dy­
namic on-stage performer, causing a variety of emotions in her 
audience. One song might inspire foot-stomping, hand-clapping 
enthusiasm; the next quiet reflection.
Culver has earned great praise from many critics including the 
Washington POST which has said: "Culver is a writer with an 
appealing mystic vision..." "Culver...® a talent I wouid not hes­
itate to compare with Emmylou Harris."
You've probably all heard 
of Murphy's Law. It states 
that " I f  anything can go 
wrong, it w ill". Murhpy's 
Law affects everybody- 
housewife, architect, bus dri­
ver, or dentist. But often­
times -o n  those days when 
nothing turns out righ t- it 
seems to apply especially to 
college students.
Yes, if a study were done, 
we probably would average 
about the same as anyone 
else, but still, those things 
going wrong can really bog 
a student down.
To illustrate my point, 
here are a few examples of 
how Murphy's Law often 
applies:
1) As soon as you get into 
bed and are just drifting 
o ff to sleep, the fire alarm 
w ill go off.
2) The dryer in the laundry 
that you just put your last 
quarter in doesn't work.
3) On the day your algebra 
instructor assigns 12 pages of 
problems and your history 
prof, assigns the next 3 chap­
ters, you remember that you 
have a sociology test the next 
day and you have a night 
class that evening so you'll 
have no time to do anything 
at all.
4) You finally finish Chapter 
2, only to have your room­
mate, who's in the same 
class, inform you that the 
class is finishing up Chapter 
4.
5) You park your car in 
the space marked "Handi­
capped to unload, and when 
you get back 5 minutes 
later, you've been ticketed.
6) You stay up until 3:30 
studying for a lit. test, only 
to  have the class cancelled 
the next day.
7) You finally get up enough 
nerve to wear a dress to class, 
and that's the day vou fall 
in the mud on the way there.
8) You're sure you set your 
alarm for 8:00 a.m., but 
when you wake up, it's al­
ready 10:30.
9) You'd REALLY planned 
on studying all evening, but 
friends stop over, and...
10) You haven't eaten at 
SAGA for 3 weeks. Today 
you decided to try dinner in 
the Commons, and they're 
serving the exact same thing 
they served the last time you 
ate there, 3 weeks ago.
King Henry (John Stride) and Anne Boleyn (Barbara Kcllerman), 
of “Henry VIII” .
“Henry VIII” Last 
Play of Season
By Mike Hubbell
Jazz and Blues 
Volunteeis Needed
May 18th is the date for 
one of the largest outdoor mu­
sic events in Western Michigan. 
On that day, WSRX will pre­
sent the fifth  annual Blues and 
Jazz festival on the lawn of 
the Campus Center. As in the 
past, there will be not admis­
sion charge for the event. The 
festival is totally funded by 
the Student Senate Program­
ming Committee.
Although the event is still 
one month away, festival or­
ganizers have been working 
since November to bring about 
improvements in this year's 
show. Festival co-ordinator, 
Steve Aldrich notes, "we're 
trying to bring a more profes­
sional production into this 
year's festival. Last year we 
improved our staging and 
sound reinforcement. This 
year we'll be making more 
refinements, such as working 
with a covered stage for the 
first time. Most importantly, 
we feel we have the best enter­
tainment line-up yet" Aldrich 
added that the entertainment
"The Shakespeare Plays" come to an end next Wednesday, 
April 25 (at 8:00p.m.), with the presentation of "Henry V III" . 
This play, possibly the last one that Shakespeare wrote, is full of 
"pageanty" but lacks the dramatic genius of his earlier histories.
The play was filmed on location at several English castles, and 
on their grounds. Once again, the elaborate sets and populous 
stage arrangements add to heighten the viewing pleasure of the 
television audience.
The play as a whole was very long, three hours with only a 
couple one minute intermissions, and is only endurable due to 
the aforementioned lavish sets and ceremony. "Henry V III"  is 
not one of Shakespeares best histories, but, due primarily to 
Henry's historical popularity, it is a good watchable play, one that 
stands quite well by itself.
John Stride, a prominent actor of the National Theatre, comes 
off well as the overpowering King Henry. Stride added a human­
like quality to the role of one of England's most famous, and in­
famous, Kings. Claire Bloom, who plays Queen Katharine, exe­
cutes her role well, especially in her final touching scenes. 
Timothy West was cast quite suitably in the role c f tbff pompous 
Cardinal Wolsey. Overall, this final Shakespeare play of the sea 
son is most entertaining.
As "The Shakespeare Plays" come to an end, one can only look 
back with pleasure on the professional performances so deftly exe 
cuted during this first season. The "Plays" offered a good deal of 
variety - two comedies, two histories, and two tragedies. There 
were famous plays like, "Romeo and Juliet" and "Richard II . 
and fine audience pleasers such as, "Julius Caesar" and next weeks 
"Henry V III".
We are all indebted to BBC-TV and the sponsors of the "Plays": 
Exxon Corp., Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., and Morgan Guaranty 
Trust Co. Finally, we can thank out campus PBS station WGVC- 
TV, for presenting "The Shakespeare Plays" to Midwestern Mich­
igan. If the next five seasons of "The Shakespeare Plays" come 
off as well as this premiere season, we have much to look forward
to, for quite some time.
A  large 
select ion 
of d iam ond  
nngs
STORES IN HOLLAND, 
GRAND RAPIDS AND 
MUSKEGON-CLOSE TO 
YOU.........
would be announced next 
week.
One notable change in this 
year's event is that no alcoho­
lic beverages can be allowed 
on the festival site. According 
to festival security director, 
Steve Gilbert, "We have to en­
force an alcohol ban this year 
because of the change in legal 
drinking age. It was a choice 
between this or no festival at 
all. We hope people will co­
operate with us on this".
The festival committee still 
needs volunteers to work on 
this year's event. Beginning 
Monday, April 23, there will be 
a sign-up sheet at Buzz 206 in 
the Campus Center. The com­
mittee suggests watching the 
Clear Hooter for further de­
tails.
LAST CHANCE FOR EUROPE!!!
GVSC SUMMER SCHOOLS 
10-12 CREDITS
FRANCE Language ENGLAND Art
SPAIN Language ITALY Humanities
GERMANY Language YUGOSLAVIA Pol. Sri.
6 weeks each: Late June to early August 
Apply: LSJ- Room 210 Au Sable 
895-6611 Ext 211
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Lakers split twin-bills
by Rhett Stuart
The feeling around the Grand Valley baseball camp these 
days seems to be one of " it's  about time."
At last and finally, the weather has subsided and th? Laker
by Suzanne Joseph
Kim Lucas is not an or 
dinary senior at Grand Val­
ley. Kim is the State of 
Michigan road racing and 
time trialing champion. Her 
sport is bicycling.
In the summer of 1977, 
her father suggested racing as 
opposed to touring that Kim 
began in 1976 with the 
Grand Rapids Wheelmen 
Club, in which she is current­
ly a member.
In Traverse City, Kim took 
fourth place in the first race 
she entered in 1977. Since 
then, she has competed in 
Wisconsin, Ohio, Illinois, 
Iowa, and Florida. Being an 
individual competitor, she 
has to meet her own expen­
ses. She does not have a 
coach, or belong to a team.
Being your own coach 
isn't easy work; there is no 
one Kim can really go to 
to tell her what to do, or 
anyone who knows how she 
competes. She feels she 
doesn't need someone all the 
time, but if she had to sel­
ect a coach figure, it would 
be her father, who drives 
her to some races and pro­
vides her moral support.
" I  wish I did have a coach, 
someone I could go to for 
overall guidance, someone I 
could trust," commented the 
Ottawa Hills High School 
graduate and now Grand 
Rapids resident
Kim has always been com­
petitive, playing tennis and 
running track in high school. 
She lettered in tennis for 
Grand Valley one year, and 
was the first woman on 
GVSC's fall cross country 
team two years ago.
Kim's season runs from 
April to October, and in­
cludes approximately 20 ra­
ces. She rides at least 300 
miles a week, including to 
and from Grand Valley. In 
the o ff season, she's a racer 
for the Grand Rapids Nordic 
Cross Country Ski Team to 
keep in shape, and keep 
her level of competition go-
The Outdoor Recreation 
Office, located at the north 
end of the Fieldhouse, invites 
you to check into their canoe-
student rental rates.
Stop by the office or call 
895 7812 for more informa­
tion.
ing and camping equipment at
coming up. . .
Baseball Friday FERR IS STATE 1:00
Saturday-at Wayne State 1:00
Wednesday (25th )-st CMU 2 :CG
Softball Friday-WESTERN M ICH IG A N  3:00
Satuiday-at Oakland 1 00
Monday-SAGINAW  V A L L E Y  2:00
Tuasday-CENTRAL M IC H IG A N  3:00
Home games at Allendale Recreation Canter
Tennis Today and Friday-City Tournament *s. GRJC.
Calvin and Aquinas at Grand Rapids Racquet Club
Wednesdsy-at Ferris State 3:00
Crew Saturday-N O T  R E  D A M E  12:00
GsH Today tt Oskissd 11:00
Friday-at Alma Invitational 12:00
Saturday-at Tri-State Invitational Angioia, sm L 10:00
Sunday-at Ferris State Irwitatiaiid 10:00
______ — ___ ' " I T ? *
eral Motors Proving Ground 
in Milford, while the Nation­
als w ill be held in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin August 1-5. A 
racer must be careful not to 
burn himself out before 
August. Some are too phys­
ically and mentally exhaus­
ted to do well in the Nation­
als.
Kim puts everything she's 
got into the state race. "I 
tell myself I'm gonna ride 
the best race I know how. I 
don't say I'm gonna win, be­
cause I can get a flat tire or 
something."
Some strategy in road rac­
ing is to get behind the back 
wheel of someone in the 
lead. This saves 20% of your 
energy, while the lead cyclist 
is fighting the wind and you 
are able to save energy for 
the last few miles. Kim al­
ready feels the pressure she 
will come up against this 
summer. "There's gonna be 
pressure going into the state 
race. This year, they're gon 
na be watching me, fighting 
for my wheel."
Kim would like to see 
more women involved in cy­
cling, as she supports her 
sport and all women's sports. 
With an endurance sport like 
this one, you can afford to 
begin at a later age and still 
be a tough competitor if you 
are willing to put out the 
time, determination, and self- 
discipline. The top women 
in the country in road racing 
are in JJieir late twenties and 
early thirties.
Kim's most impressive fin­
ish is an hour and seven min­
ute mark for a 25 mile 
course. She plans on being 
faster than her 22.5 mile per 
hour average. " I 'm  striving 
to be on the National Team, 
and do better at the National 
meet"
The World Championship 
is as far as you can go in road 
racing, as it is not yet an Ol­
ympic sport, but Kim is op 
timistic, " I t  looks pretty 
good for women road racers 
for the 1984 Olympics."
Can you wait that long, 
Kim?
batsmen are getting out to do what they've been trying fo do 
for the past 3 weeks—play baseball.
Now their only trouble appears to be winning the second 
game of doubleheaders.
Last weekend, the Lakers managed to split a pair o f twinbills, 
one with Hillsdale and another with Aquinas, blowing a sweep 
both times by dropping the second game.
The Lakers are now 3-2 on the season, not including Tues­
day's match-up with Hope.
After winning the 1st game against Hillsdale 6-2, the Lakers 
were tossed for a 9-4 loss in the nightcap. Starter Jim Marr was 
rocked for 7 runs in the 4th inning before Roger McCoy was 
called on to cool the hot Charoer bats.
Jack Scholten (1-0) took the win for the 1st game.
Andy Chopp drew a walk to force in Dan Balice in the bot­
tom of the 7th inning to put the Lakers on top o f Aquinas 
4-3 in the first of their 2 games with the Saints last Monday.
Then came another nightcap nightmare. Grand Valley field­
ers bounced and bobbled their way to a 5 error performance 
that enabled Aquinas to escape with an 8-5 victory.
Only 3 of the Saint's 8 runs were earned.
In the first game. Grand Valley was sparked by a pair of 
5th inning doubles by catcher Steve Dowler and leftfielder 
Mike Renno. A single by Ed Norris and an error by Aquinas 
shortshop Jeff Berk also helped as the Lakers rallied for 3 
runs in the inning.
The Lakers didn't sit comfortably for too long, though. 
Aquinas picked up a pair of runs in the top of the 6th to knot 
the score, thus setting the stage for the long but decisive 
final inning.
Dowler led o ff with a single and was moved to 2nd on a 
beautifully placed sacrifice bunt by DH Ed Jarosowicz. 
The excitement on the Laker bench mounted when Aquinas 
pitcher Tom Zoerhof dropped a throw while covering 1st on 
a ground ball by Renno. Don Balice, running for Dowler 
reached 3rd on the play.
A walk to Brian Leja loaded the bases.
After Zoerhof fanned Norris for the 2nd out, it was time for 
Chopp's heroics. After taking Zoerhof to a full count, Chopp 
fouled o ff 5 straight pitches, including one at eye level that 
would have certainly drawn a walk and ended the game.
But Chopp still hung tough. Finally Zoerhof relented, walk- 
inq Chopp and forcing in Balice with the winning run.
Jim Marr (1-1) took the win in relief of starter Mike Doom. 
The 2nd game was a different story though. A grand slam 
home run by Aquinas 2nd baseman Matt Miemodomski and a 
run in each of the last 3 innings carried the Saints to victory.
Dave Devanney (1 -1) took the loss.
Freshman Larry David continued to play the role of Babe 
Ruth by belting another pair of homers over the weekend, 
upping his season total to 4 in just 5 games.
The troubles that began with the second game loss to the 
Saints continued Tuesday when they travelled to Holland to 
take on the Dutchmen of Hope College.
Hope played a somewhat - less - than gracious host as they 
dumped the visiting Lakers twice, 5-4 and 4-0. The Lakers 
have now dropped to below .500 for the first time this year as 
they now sport a 3-4 record.
The Lakers will be at home tomorrow for a doubleheader 
with Ferris State.
GVSC to offer 
summer B-ball classes
[Northwood to 
host ‘tennis camps’
MIDLAND-Northwood Inst: 
tute will host two national 
tennis camps this summer as 
United States Camps comes to 
NI fo r a pair of six-day ses 
sions in July.
North wood is one of three 
colleges which w ill host the 
national camps. Western Mi­
chigan will be the site for the 
final two weeks in June, while 
William and Mary will host the 
camp for a pair of sessions, 
from mid-July to mid-August
United States Camps is 
owned and operated by Vir­
ginia Camps Inc., founded by- 
Ron Good- Good, who is also 
the founder of the Virginia 
Swim Camp, is known inter 
nationally for his camping ex­
pertise.
He will be working with 
North wood Institute tennis
coach Zane Colestock in host­
ing the sessions at Northwood.
The first of the six-day 
sessions, lasting from July 1 to 
July 6, w ill stress the basic 
fundamentals of all aspects of 
tennis play. The second ses­
sion, July 7 to July 12, is de­
signed to complement the pre­
vious week and to prepare 
juniors for tournament play.
The tennis camps are just 
two of five United States 
Camps which will be visiting 
Northwood Institute campus 
♦his summer The others are 
swimming, diving, and soccer.
For more information con­
cerning these camps, write: 
U.S. Camps, P.O. Box 6546, 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22906 
or contact: United States 
Camps, (804) 973-8740.
DOME-Grand Valley State's 
Summer Basketball School, 
headed by GVSC. basketball 
coach Tom Villemure, will be 
divided into three sessions this 
summer. Sessions for seventh
tH mi 1 nH ninfH <»»■ 11 Km
II ilUuv^ i i mnui l^uuvia «*in uv
held June 10th-15th, the 
eighth through tenth grades on 
the 17th-22nd with tffe tenth 
to twelfth grades from July 1- 
6.
In addition to Villemure, 
the coaches at the camp are 
Larry Randaii, assistant direct­
or of the basketball school and 
assistant basketball coach, 
Aquinas College, Bill Gibson, 
former Grandville High 
School coach; Dean Webster, 
head basketball coach. Grant 
High School; and Bruce Harris, 
head basketball coach, Hol­
land West Ottawa High 
School.
The GVSC summer basket­
ball school is designed to help 
young basketball players make 
rapid progress in ball-handling
skills, as well as in the funda­
mentals of strategy and team 
play.
This year the school w ill be 
held at Jenison High School 
and the Jenison Junior HighCnFiA^ I ,.4ll L _ .1_awv'iVWi. vs UJUCII LO Will ue Miui-
tied five miles by professional 
bus drivers.
Cost of the school is $115 
per person, and includes all 
meals, a gym uniform, com­
plete medical and accident in­
surance, housing in the college 
dormitories, towels, a locker, 
and swimming. Space is ex­
tremely limited and students 
will be accepted on a first- 
come, first-served basis. Stu­
dents who enroll but do not 
wish to stay overnight will pay 
$90, which includes lunch and 
dinner each day. A deposit of 
$40 for students who sleep at 
home and $50 for those who 
use GVSC facilities will reserve 
a place in the basketball 
school.
Kim Lucas hopes to be able to “ ride for the gold"
in the 1980 Olympics.
Christmas Break, to raise 
$400.00 and attend a train­
ing camp in Florida over 
Spring Break. During the 
summer, she trains in the 
mornings, works in the after­
noons, trains in the evenings, 
and competes on the week­
ends.
Kim will graduate with a 
physical education teaching 
degree, but doesn't plan on 
using it for awhile. It w ill 
be something to fall back on, 
as she now concentrates on 
competing first at the state 
level, then national level.
thrives on one. " I t  is to my 
advantage, because I like the 
hills and everyone else hates 
them. I'm getting good on 
the hills. They used to be 
my weak point, now they're 
my strong point."
The United States Cycling 
Federation sends Kim a list 
of races in her district, 
and along with listings in 
bike racing journals, she 
plans her own season accord­
ingly. She will compete in 
Kalamazoo April 21, then 
Louisville on the 28th. The 
state race is held at the Gen­
ing.
Kim, the oldest of five 
children, had her 19 pound 
bicycle custom made by Rick 
Fisk a business major at 
Grand Valley. Bike racing 
is an expensive sport, espec­
ially when you don't have a 
sponsor, and it costs any­
where from $1.50 to $10.00 
to enter a race. You can win 
cash prizes up to $200.00 
to help supplement bike and 
equipment costs.
Kim worked full time over
Kim would like to move to 
the east or west coast, where 
she can get a sponsor and 
be with tougher competitors.
Just like any sport, Kim 
likes to keep her weight 
down due to the fact that 
the more body weight you 
have, the more energy you 
have to produce. The aver­
age road race for women is 
35 miles, depending on the 
course and the competition. 
While most competitors des­
pise a hilly course. Kim
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Women ‘fumble’ their way to a .500 mark
by Suzanne Joseph
(DOME)—Grand Valley's Softball team has the toughest sched­
ule o f any varsity sport on campus, and anyone can verify that 
just by looking at their schedule. The women have 14 games in 
a ten day span this week, not to mention 30 games in 31 days 
for the entire season.
They only wish they could use that as an excuse for their 
average 3-3 record. Coach Ann Rancourt is carrying 7 fresh­
men, 3 sophomores, 3 juniors, and only 2 seniors, and ran in­
to some error tendencies against the University of Michigan 
and Michigan State last week.
On Tuesday, in the first game of a doubleheader, U of M 
defeated GVSC 8-3. Grand Valley had seven errors, but U of M 
didn't do much better, with 5; but the Wolverines had two more 
hits and five more runs.
Faith Heikkila led the Laker attack with 2 hits, followed by 
Jerry Heth with one hit.
The Laker offense and defense improved the second game, 
and went on to beat U o f M, 5-2. Cindy Daines had two hits,
Looking 
* the Lakers
w t t h
Lee Lamberts
Ah, springtime! The time of 
year when the skies unload my­
riads of raindrops in expecta­
tion of the "May flowers" we 
so often read about., the time 
of year when students redis­
cover the great outdoors that 
was previously covered with a 
thick blanket of snow.
It is also the time of year 
when the athletic program 
shifts into high gear for the 
stratch drive in quest of the 
President's Cup, the symbol of 
athletic prowess in the Great 
Lakes Conference.
In spring sports previews 
that were printed during the 
winter term in selected issues 
o f THE LANTHORN, we 
learned that the baseball and 
softball teams were both fa­
vored to win their conference 
crowns, thus carrying the 
track, golf, and tennis teams 
along with them to the top of 
the heap.
But something happened!
As of this writing both the 
baseball and softball teams 
were struggling with 3-2 and 
4-4 records respectively. 
Though neither one of these 
records is really bad, consider­
ing the delayed entry of spring 
this year, they could and 
should be better.
A closer look will reveal 
some of the early season flaws. 
The only reason the hardbal- 
lers are above .500 was an 
18-4 cold-weather conquest at 
the hands of the seemingly 
hapless Raiders of Grand 
Rapids Junior College. This 
"v ic to ry" was followed by 
splits with Hillsdale and 
Aquinas, neither of which 
could be called a close game.
The women on the other 
hand, have split 2 of their 4 
doubleheaders against Mich­
igan and Ferris State, while 
losing twice to Michigan State.
The losses to MSU were 
both one-run heartbreakers, 
but some inprovement on the 
part of the Laker defense 
probably could have turned 
the tables in both games. A- 
gainst Michigan the Lakers 
tallied 7 errors while 5 more 
miscues "earned" them their 
doubleheader loss at the hands 
of the Spartans.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Volunteers are needed for 
the Special Olympic Track 
Meet to be held at Hudson- 
ville High School on May 5. 
The meet will begin at 9am 
and end at 3pm.
If interested, call Dave at 
895-6824 or Jane at 895- 
4115.
Entries are now being taken 
for Golf and the Free-Throw 
Shooting contest. The dead­
line for Goif is April 26, 
while the deadline for the 
Free-Throw is April 24. Sign­
up in Room 82 of the Field- 
house, or call 895-6611, ext.
| 662 for more information.
Entries are due for the follow­
ing Intramural Activities: 
Volleyball-April 24 
Golf-April 26
Sign-up in Room 82 of the 
Fieldhouse or call 895-6611, 
ext 662 for more information.
The Student Senate Recrea­
tion Committee and the Stu­
dent Activities, and Intramural 
Office, are offering a Cave 
Trip to Bedford, Ind. on 
April 26-28. The cost of the 
trip is $25, with the deadline 
for signing up being April 25.
For more information, call 
895-6611, ext. 662 or stop by- ___ - * *1-----------P !-l JL
n o o r u  0 4  u i  u i c  i ic iu iiw u w .
G R Cobras 
to hold tryouts
The Graid Rapids Cobras is a local semi-pro football team 
looking for local or regional talent to play for them this summer 
and fall.
A tryout camp will be held for the first time on April 21 for 
all interested players, both past and present
The Cobras are especially interested in players who, even 
though they have not been drafted or given a tryout by a pro 
town, are willing to try for that big break into the National 
Football League or the Canadian Football League through semi- 
professional experience.
According to Head Coach Will Kellogg, all players must have 
either college or army experience even though he is not looking 
to taka players off the college gridiron to get this "break." 
Spring graduates or alumni are preferred.
The tryout camp will be held at Kelloggwille High Football 
field in Kentwood.
For more b i formation and directions; call Coach Kellogg or 
Tawn President Frank Stedman at (616) 245-5067.
The Laker offense is performing up to its cxpccta  
tions.
and Peg VanAntwerp, Jerry Heth, Faith Heikkila, and Kim 
Martens all had one h it apiece. Jo Ellen Maginity was the win 
ning pitcher, striking out seven.
At Michigan State on Thursday, the Lakers committed five 
errors and fell to MSU, 2-1. Carmen King led off the MSU at 
tack with a homerun in the first inning. GVSC scored their 
only run of the game in the second inning, but MSU scored a 
nother in the fourth. Karen Layman, Marcia Brescol, and 
Faith Heikkila each had one hit apiece.
In the second game, the Lakers had eight hits compared to 
the Spartans four, but tell short again, 3-2, scoring once in the 
first inning and again in the seventh. King homered another in 
the sixth, along with a single for MSU.
Darva Cheyne, Jerry Heth, and Faith Heikkila each had 2 
hits, as Kim Martens and Peg VanAntwerp each had one. Jo 
Ellen Maginity replaced pitcher Marie Hyde in the sixth due 
to an injured back.
The Laker sluggers host Calvin today (3pm), Western Michi 
gan tomorrow (3pm), and Oakland University on Sat. (1pm).
Coach Ann Rancourt flashes th 
couple enthusiastic spectators look
The final humiliation came 
this past Monday when they 
could only manage a split 
against Ferris State's women 
in Big Rapids.
Grand Valley won the first 
game 4-3 but 6 second game 
errors again aided the opposi­
tion as the Bulldogs kept the 
Lakers at .500 with a 7-3 win.
Unlike the baseball team, 
the softball team is out to d& 
fend its conference champ­
ionship and they hope to im­
prove on their 25-9 record of 
1978.
Nonetheless, both squads 
were expected to nail down
e signs wh ile  a 
on.
the top spot in the GLIAC 
and at least go as far in post­
season play as they did last 
year. The men beat Aquinas 
in the District 23 Tournament 
1-0, and reached the Region 
VI tourney in Illinois where 
they were 2-2 in the double­
elimination playoff. The 
women finished third in both 
the State of Michigan and the 
MAIAW (Midwest Association 
of Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women) Tournaments.
Unfortunately, if they keep 
playing ball the way they have 
been, they may not even qual­
ify for these honors.
Another Laker hustles around the base as her team 
hovers around .500
The baseball and 
softball teams were
both favored to win 
their conference 
crowns this year
Soccer workouts
By Rhett Stuart
Mad scientists or not, the Grand Valley State soccer team is again swinging into action.
The Lakers opened Spring practice Monday with 16 hopefuls running through drills and 
exercises, including 5 players from last year's squad.
Coach Antonio Herrera will enter his 7th season as head coach next fall. This Spring, 
though, he will lead his team in a tournament at Oakland University which will feature 
Ferris State and Michigan State as well as Oakland and GVSC.
Former standout and now assistant coach Mark Cunningham says that anyone interested 
in coming out for the team should contact him at 895-4250 or Thaier Muktar at 895-6049.
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